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A quarter of a century of engagement in hospitality by Stosic family has produced one of the
best and the most famous restaurants in Mladenovac and its surroundings. The rich
gastronomic offer made up of tasty specialties of the traditional Serbian cuisine, completed with
unusual warmth exuding from the restaurant’s interior and with the largest and the most
beautiful summer terrace and veranda decorated with flowers and fountains, have made
“DASCARA” a favourite place for rest, socializing and enjoyment in quality food and drinks.

      

From the menu dominated by barbecue specialties, perfectly combined with dishes made to
order (among which we can heartily recommend the “cheerful man from Sumadija” specialty )
and homemade cooked dishes, completed with fresh savoury cheeses, cream and salads, we
will pick what “DASCARA” is widely known for – roast lamb and pig, which are also the
specialties of this homely restaurant. These are specialties which inspire many citizens of the
capital too to go all the way to Mladenovac in order to enjoy the fresh warm roast lamb and pig,
which have been particularly loved and appreciated in Sumadija since time immemorial and are
lovingly prepared and offered to dear guests.
Countless wedding receptions, which are remembered and retold, organized with utmost
professionalism in our restaurant which has a special hall for wedding banquets with a capacity
of 300 seats, have enabled “DASCARA” to become and remain a favourite place where many
men and women from Mladenovac start their life together with singing, dancing and joy. That’s
what “DASCARA” is particularly proud of! 
“Welcome and enjoy yourselves as much as we have enjoyed xxxxxxx with you all these years.”
These are the words of our hosts Snezana and Sladjan Stosic, who have been running this
beautiful family restaurant since 1990. 

EXTRA:    
- working hours 7 – 24 h 
- two car parks with video surveillance
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